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Dawson, her dedicated staff, and community
Asilomar is where the land not only
touches the sea, but also the hearts and souls
grounds encompass three distinct communitunately all of these areas are presently under
in climate change, bark beetles, pathogens
and you get a good idea of what keeps Ranger
Where does one begin? According to
Ranger Dawson you can’t plan for the pres-
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As part of the Asilomar Centennial Lecture
tailed presentation on the history of Asilomar

The tide pools and restored dunes of Asilomar State Beach. Photo by Brad
Woodyard.
management techniques when they dis-

of the most blatant attacks to the Asilomar

According to Dawson, manipulation
of the Asilomar area landscape as occurred
were mainly hunters and gatherers, affected

By Marge Ann Jameson
-

hanced by the Mexican and American

Council at the time that the matter would be
ERS (which is the pension plan in questhey insisted on enacting the measure, they

See story on Page 2: Writ of
"meet and confer" obligations in the matter,
On July 21, 2010 a citizens' group pre-

expressed doubt at the time that it would
be enough, but Measure R was put on the
sociation immediately sued as did the Police Management Association,contending

would put the cap on retirement contributions

the judge had ruled the City had met its meetagreement, dub it illegally enacted, and

mayor could not be reached for comment,
Miller also expressed appreciation of the
ruling on the unconstitutionality of the two

See INITIATIVE Page 3
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Fri., May 31
8 PM, $12

Sat. June 1

According to Ranger Dawson Asilomar’s Monterey Pine Forest is also facing

relied on funds from the school to make

Pops spokesman Michael Walas noted
that the musical organization hopes to return next year to the popular community
tradition of free Memorial Day concerts on
Monterey County Pops will perform free
concerts on July 4, one at Spreckels Park

372-0866

Sun., June 2

would like help in the monitoring process of the tide pools please contact the Limpet

Other scheduled concerts include
Labor Day, September 2, at the Monterey
County Fair; “A Salute to Veterans” on
concert on Saturday, December 21 at the

372-2242

5-7 PM

646-4224

or to put it on the next ballot, a writ of

to rule right away on whether this is a

County Superior Court by Sally Aberg,
646-4224

the leading proponents of the citizens'

Fri., June 7
that the matter could be submitted for

372-2730
Sat. June 8

Dylan & Dylan

more than three years to determine that
the 2010 election petition was fatally

Measure R, which attempted to change
the City's charter to make the citizens'
-

either of the two actions if the decision

-

hired by the citizens' group, Margaret
under Monterey County Elections Code,

from the Superior Court as to whether
the proposed election measure is con-

the City has spent more than $100,000

D

D

SOL

SOL

Frutchey, pointing out that citizens

about the writ of mandate will satisfy

Pacific Grove Weekend Forecast

148 Dolphin Circle
Marina

Cypress Cove beauty! Sunny, light & bright
w/beautifully landscaped back yard. 3 bedrooms, 2.5 baths, 1,521 sq. ft., 2-car garage.
List price: $375,000.

Sale Price: $391,384

27331 Bavella Way
(Las Palmas) Salinas

Your friendly local real
estate professional born
& raised on the
Monterey Peninsula.

Sunny side of Bavella with canyon views.
Granite kitchen counters and fireplace
surround. 3 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms, 2-car
garage. List price: $469,000

Sale Price: $469,000

Lic. #01147233

Pacific Grove’s Rain Gauge

-

Data reported by Jack Beigle at Canterbury Woods

Week ending 05-23-13 .................................. .01
Total for the season .....................................11.59
To date last year (04-20-12) ....................... 10.86
Cumulative average to this date ................. 18.61
Wettest year ............................................................ 47.15
during rain year 07-01-97 through 06-30-98
Driest year ................................................................. 9.87
during rain year 07-01-75 through 06-30-76

831.324.4742 Voice
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Safety Administration

Cop log
5/11/13-5/17/13
Mysterious disappearances

A woman on Lighthouse reported that someone took a gold brick from her

CHOMP CEO/president to address Rotary
Theft from front yard

Spell Chick doesn’t cache ever thing.
That was supposed to read, “Spell Check doesn’t catch
everything”. How many mistakes do you see? You can

A man left his iPad on a bench and when he returned 20 minutes later, it

written content. Call Cameron at (831) 238-7179.
-

Editing/proofreading starting at $25/hour.
The Monterey Community Band Presents

“Masters of Classical
and Jazz”
Conducted by Richard Robins
Guest Conductor, Adam Penrose

Sunday, June 9, 2013
2:00 p.m.
Monterey Peninsula College
Music Hall (M-1)
980 Fremont Street
* Free Admission *

Enjoy the sounds of Classical and Jazz Music
Through these featured selections:
“New World Symphony”, by Dvorak
“Procession of Nobles”, by Rimsky Korsakov
“Orpheus in der Unterwelt”, by Offenbach
“Take Five”, by Desmond (A Tribute to Dave Brubeck)
“Slaughter o Tenth Avenue”, by Rodgers
featuring George Peterson on Piano
“St. Louis Blues”, by Handy
and more . .
sponsored by City of Monterey Recreation
and Monterey Peninsula College

For more information call 646-3866

Keep your siding on your side

A person on 17th

Neighbor being rude and potentially feeding the birds
She also reports that he has, in the past, fed the birds though she hasn’t seen

Knocked down garbage cans on Presidio

A woman reported that her neighbor intentionally knocked down her garbage

Accidents

Malicious shopping cart

Cat rescued from power pole on Mermaid

A cat was reported up a power pole and a person was climbing the pole to
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region’s only year-round professional
theatre, continues its 2013 season with

mances continue Fridays and Saturdays

Haunted by the past, the present, and
-

Drama Critics’ Circle, “Menagerie” is
ably our nation’s most important playwright, Williams draws his characters

-

-

she had nine California park assignments, working the southern California beaches and as far north as the redwood forests near the Or-

play has been called “one of the most
Artistic Director Kenneth Kelleher, will
feature company resident actress Julie
ionated southern belle who longs for her
youth and dreams of a better life for her
and her children, children she pushes to
Aaron Wilton), a would–be poet and the
story’s narrator, brings home a gentleman
caller (Chris Deacon), his troubled sister
of the sweetest and most heartbreaking

range from $20 to $36 with discounts

Playhouse on Monte Verde Street

PacRep is supported by ticket sales,
Packard Foundation, Monterey Penin-

Williams’ masterpiece is a touching
tale of lost dreams, family bonds and

-

Foundation, the Chapman Foundation,

-

continues its Specticast Encore Series with a one-night-only screening of Matthew

th

141 14th

CEDAR STREET

announces lineup of
“Films In the Forest”
nounced the lineup for the summer

Photography and Scholarship Fund
featuring the rich history of the
Weston Family and their relation-

“Francis and Eddie” Introduces Ouimet’s Stunning U.S. Open
Victory to the Next Generation
On the centennial of
arguably the greatest underdog
triumph in sports, an award-

local kid makes good, a dramatic

teamed up to bring the tale
to life in a beautifully illusFrancis
and Eddie
June 2013) tells the true story
of how 20-year-old amateur
golfer Francis Ouimet and his
10-year-old caddie shocked the

there’s a 10-year-old at the heart

presented by the Carmel Residents
Association; “Casino Royale” on
Fargo Mortgage; “Sense and Sensi-

30 books for children, as well as
an acclaimed trilogy of American

seminal moment in golf history,
and it has been named to the

Herzog describes as a “modern-day
numerous books, and his work has
appeared in publications ranging

List as selected by independent
A century ago, the world’s

by Jane Austen at Home and Court
July 21, presented by Monterey Employees Association and Monterey
“Films in the Forest” offers
sponsorship for community film
nights and applications are open

-

An inspiring 100-second book

Massachusetts, to compete

-

com, where Francis and Eddie

Joining them was little-known
across the street from the course
and taught himself to play by
caddie was 10-year-old Eddie

Films will take place at the

-

scendent feat—this is the ultimate

6, presented by Keller Williams;
presented by Kelly Productions;

Times

of a crowd that grew from a handful of
spectators to a horde of thousands, they
Along the way, they forged a lifelong
Francis and Eddie

High School Literary Magazine Available!

Club is currently at the printer. Cedar Street Times is proud to say we have it
on hand as will many area coffee houses.

tor Zachary Pullen celebrate a story of
hope, loyalty and two young dreamers
sider all of the elements that make for a

-
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Times
presented their Spring Dance Concert
School Center for the Performing Arts.
With her signature high energy and boldy
colored costumes, Dianne choreographed
20 pieces for young dancers from age 3
through teens, to the delight of the parents
and public. Summer dance production
begins soon: Details on page 16.
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-

Artist to Demonstrate Technique

General Practice
311 Forest Ave., Suite B6
eric@fonfereklaw.com
www.fonfereklaw.com

Cedar Street Times,
which has been
available on Thursdays,
will now be on the street
on Friday afternoons.
Subscribers will
continue to receive their
electronic link earlier
than the print version.
There will be NO
adjustment in deadlines.
We appreciate your
ad reservations by
Mondays and your
press releases by
Wednesdays.
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Opens at the Historic Forest Theater

“special effects” Magic Mirror created by Masterwerx’s Luke Ahern, and a witches’
for many of the local talents in the cast; Kelsey Posey and Alexandra Roden as Snow

-

Family owned and operated since
Mahalo Mondays when a percentage of
on any Monday in May and 10 percent of

Mountain View and Santa Rita Street in downtown Carmel and is 104 years old this

Military Appreciation Day at Del Monte Center

The Wonderful World of Music
Saturday, June 1, 2013
1 – 3 pm
Community Room
For kids and adults of all ages and their families
Admission is Free
Princess Snow White
Princess Snow White
Witch Hex
Prince Floimond of Calydon
Sir Dandiprat/Peddlar Woman

Flick
Plick
Snick
Whick

Kelsey Posey
Alexandra Roden
Erin Carey
Cody Moore
Remi Webster
Daniel Ruacho
Jayna Spitler
Jack Hart
Josh Hart
Harrison Coleman
Will Fulmer

Rosalys
Christabel
Amolette

Stacy Meheen
Karen Meheen
Camilla Martin
Sierra Wouden-Crosno
Lucy Stephens

Valentine

Michael Stephens

We are proud of the reputation
we have earned.
Sandra Stella

20 Years of Service
Our vision is to be recognized as the most
professional, ethical and highest quality
funeral service provider on the Monterey
Peninsula. We always go the extra mile
in helping people. We are committed to
offering the highest level of service by always
listening and responding to the needs of
those we serve.

390 Lighthouse Avenue, PG

Call 831-375-4191

or visit
www.ThePaulMortuary.com

FD-280
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Opinion

recruits will be pounding down the doors of City Hall to be part of what might be the

should be commended for taking the time to identify the Marine Mammal Protection

-

what we had to gain in any of this?

Renata Yundt

opment, recreation, ports and transportation, and the location, to the maximum extent
(E) public access to the coasts for recreation purposes,

ued growth in the coastal zone by passing the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA)
-

-

Families, faculty, students, and alums will hear from four students, including two

are approaching such endangered species or threatened species status; or

been washing ashore on the islands of Southern California in major health distress as a
-

-

that—
(1) certain species and population stocks of marine mammals are, or may be, in
(2) such species and population stocks should not be permitted to diminish beyond

-

“Angel Volunteers” who placed illegal signs that promote the restriction of beach access

Is this Pebble Beach sign illegal?

email address and/or telephone number must be included as well as your

locations throughout the city and on the Peninsula as well as by e-mail
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Peeps
Presenter: Crystal Hawes

Academic Merit Scholarship

Scholarships and Awards

Dean Randall
Lindsey Morgan
Max Paris

Presenter: Jim White

Sportsmanship Scholarship
Jennifer Winter, Max Paris

Presenter: Matt Bosworth

Monterey County Association of Realtors Scholarship

Presenters: Alana Buller, Bo Buller

Presenter: Jennifer Nobles

Monterey Peninsula Audubon Society Scholarship

Presenter: Bo Buller

Presenter: Jan Scott

Emily Stewart
Presenter: Betty Kier

Adam Kershner
Presenter: Shari Goldman
Presenter: Lou Godfrey

Presenter: Bo Buller

Emma Carter Memorial Scholarship

Katelyn Peakes

Presenter: Bo Buller

Presenter: Karinne Gordon

Harles Sarment

Kiwanis Club Cory Heitz Memorial Scholarship

Jennifer Winter

Presenter: Karinne Gordon

Presenters: Sherry Sands, Vic Jacobsen

Ricardo Munoz, Max Paris
Presenter: Jefferson Seay

Presenter: Karinne Gordon

Presenters: Herschel Amos, David Salinger

Emily Phillips
Presenter: Scott Mackey

Lawrence Cefalu
Presenter: Karinne Gordon

Frank Moore Memorial Scholarship

Feast of Lanterns Scholarship

Josh Massey

Presenter: Kathy Buller

Presenter: Joni Birch

Church of the Wayfarer Scholarship

Emily Stewart
Presenter: Karinne Gordon

Emily Stewart

Presenter: Dr. Norm Mowery

Presenter: Kathy Buller

Edwin Cope Memorial Scholarship

Dean Randall
Robin Olson

Monterey Peninsula College Foundation Scholarship
Cesar Lopez

Presenter: Kathy Buller

Presenter: Beccie Michael
Presenter: Kathy Buller

Presenter: Beth Penney

Ada Eleanor Smith Scholarship
Don Harlan Scholarship
Maude Marian Smith Scholarship

Emily Stewart
Sophia Sorenson
Laurence Cefalu
Arwa Awan

Edward Doolittle Memorial Scholarship

Hannah Chung, Katie Phillips

Presenter: Ken Ottmar
Presenter: Ken Ottmar
Presenter: Ken Ottmar
Presenter: Ken Ottmar

Max Paris

Prudential Spirit of Community Award

Emily Stewart

Presenter: Matt Bell

Disha Singh
Presenter: Matt Bell

Paige Silkey
Dean Randall

3M Scholarship Essay Contest Scholarship

Lyla Mahmoud

Presenter: Matt Bell

Commended Students

Hannah Chung, Emily Phillips

Presenter: Matt Bell

California School Employees Association

Valedictorian
Salutatorian

Presenter: Rachel Mein

Arwa Awan
Hannah Chung

Presenter: Matt Bell

Holly Adams Among University of Kansas
Spring 2013 Candidates for Degree

Sarah Chatoff of Pebble Beach awarded
degree from Salve Regina University
-

Degree candidates are listed online by home city and county, state or country;

Monterey Peninsula College presented a number of scholarships totalling
Among those honored were
Sean Merchak, with a Monterey County Association
Murphy scholarship; Peter Mounteer with a $10,000
Scholarship for transferring journalism and communications students

faculty-designated MPC Foundation Scholarship in Physcial Sciences; Jonathan

-

Elena Diebolt
Laura Emerson

24 years
31 years

John Hiserman

16 years
32 years

Deanne Hurst
Joe Juynh

016 years
12 years

Laurel Peiffer
Mary Ann Spangenberg
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Peeps
School and Junipero Serra School allo-

“Recipients are thrilled that there’s
a whole new generation that’s becoming
aware of the needs in the community and
doing something about it,” says Rick Shea,

distribution took place at a special lun-

their check, along with all the students and

lessons and the process that they are going

the world in 200 countries and other
geographic areas that make up Rotary
tional projects and has considerable ties

Mauricio’s

Serving Breakfast from 7:30 and Lunch until 3:00 daily
Dinner 5:00 until closing Tuesday - Saturday

School $1000 to the Kinship Center;
School $1000 to the Make a Wish Foundation; All Saints’ Episcopal Day School
$1000 to Voices for Children, formerly

-

Special - Any Dinner Meal
Valid Tues. - Sat.

on Wheels, Dorothy’s Kitchen, CASA of
Monterey County (Court Appointed SpeArmy, Shelter Outreach, American Red
Cross, the American Cancer Society and

FOREST THEATER GUILD ANNOUNCES

is one of some 32,000 clubs throughout

ACT LIKE A BARRYMORE

“PROFESSIONAL ACTOR’S WORKSHOPS”

thoughtful procedure to select recipients
the work of many local charities and non-

Barrymore Actors’ Workshop
&
Drama Factory
John Barrymore III, Director
A Comprehensive Workshop featuring Multiple Camera Video
and Providing Immediate Objective Feedback
Learn the same practical techniques used by generations of Barrymores,
Drews, Lanes and Costellos for more tha two hundred years.

MONDAYS MAY 20TH – JUNE 24TH
SIX SESSIONS
AT THE HISTORIC
OUTDOOR FOREST THEATRE
IN CARMEL
Come join this sixth-generation actor from the famous
Barrymore faily to learn the tricks of the trade from his
welcome as this is a class with something for everyone to
John is a very animated and interesting actor and has an
easy-going and entertaining method to his workshop.
This is a fun class for all ages and levels of acting.

Call 831-419-0917 to sign up
Space is limited.

The series of classes will provide a DVD for each for each
student to use for casting and auditions.
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Restaurant Review
noodles and great sushi besides!
at the Forest Hill Shopping Center

no hint of oil to the taste which
with Japanese beer and sake to pair
with your excellent Japanese lunch

Oh, have a taste!

combination of bento boxes and
experiences with Japanese cuisine

Dolcetto is widely grown in the Piedmont

both of my children on rice and

and
“little sweet one” but almost all are dry
usually with lower acidity, moderate to

cafe has been reincarnated as a
neighborhood classic for those who

home-made gyoza (fried dumpling) but their rainbow rolls come

ian heritage and the parallels between their
parenthood approaching they decided to
ily and feel that sense of pride and deep

els of anthocyanins which affects the tannins in the wine and doesn’t require a lot

strawberries, hints of chocolate and soft

Paris they wanted a way to bring all their

food but was missing accessible big city
Paris what could be better than crepes?
anyone from tourists to real foodies can
by coincidence or fate Mohamed walked

2 eggs
1/2 cup milk
1/2 cup water

months later Monterey had a creperie;
A few years later the owners decided
they needed a second place that honored

Whipped cream and chocolate sauce
Procedure
-

their three children and one in memory
of “Pappa Johnny” John Coniglio, their

continued the tradition of working with
location most mornings you will see Mohamed spinning fresh crepes and now will

Cook the crepe for about 2-3 minutes,
with a spatula, turn and cook the other side
Melt chocolate while the crepe is
Lay crepe on plate and add strawber-

of his free style crepes that are not on the

Fold or roll the crepe then add choco-

to Europe and Algiers so their kids can
Dressed in traditional costumes, members of the Aditi Foundation gave a free
-

of Marina concentrates on her steps. Eric Walberg provides guitar accompaniment as Valerie-Jean Rivera looks on.
“Aditi” is a Sanskrit word for creative abundance. The Aditi Foundation is
a Monterey Bay area non-profit dedicated to the preservation of cultures
through dance. Visit their website at aditidance.org/ Photo by Cameron Douglas.

Cheers!

LOVERS POINT PARK POOL
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Sports and Leisure

P

coasted through the playoffs and made their way

Saturday- Santa Catalina; Away
-

Each mark = $1,000

$250,000
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Saturday- Sacred Heart; Away

-

Saturday for a CCS Championship and a perfect
-

-

Breaker of the Week
Arwa Awan
Class of 2013
Valedictorian

Golf Tips

where she intends to study
history and political science.

Breaker of the Week sponsored by

Breaker of the Week
Hannah Chung
If you have been following the controversy about the
long putters that the USGA will be making a ruling very
soon about banning them. They feel that the putter gives
the player an advantage for putting. Most players use
the traditional shorter putter using the pendulum putting
stroke which means not breaking the wrist and using the
shoulders with NO wrist break. My feeling is which ever
putter you choose to use always keep the face of the
putter pointing at your intended target. The size of the
putting stroke will vary per your distance but keeping the
putter face aimed at the target during both
sides of the putting stroke will keep the accuracy better.
Whether you use the long putter or short putter, keep the
face at the target.

Class of 2013
Salutatorian
where she intends to study
nursing.

Breaker of the Week sponsored by
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Many times our “unfinished business”, meaning old programs in the suba deeply joyful life, shows itself to us in

Self discovery

-

these feelings or thoughts because of our
partner; something he/she has said or done

Projection:

Stealth Assault on America’s Children,”
will appear for a lecture and book sign-

are with this person, talk on the phone, or

is angry,” your body, adrenals, and ner-

can expand your awareness into who he/
she really is, the bigger picture, and real-

ist, was prompted to write the book
place unconsciously before he/she has

certain way for a while, your subconscious
that this person will continue to display

You are free

are on the same side, fighting against

put them in a box, which makes it more
When you as the Adult are aware of
this tendency of the subconscious, you can
be aware of the box, and know that there
always is a door, window, or a tiny crack
in the box where this person has the choice

-

public elementary school attended by

sphere for this person for a possible ex-

son has triggered an old memory in your
subconscious, and your emotions are coming from that memory, not the person’s

and will last about 40 minutes, followed
by a question-and-answer session and a

When you let go of the box, it doesn’t

partner, the Child sees Mommy, and starts
reacting to the partner as if he/she was

Subpersonalities attempt to protect the

of the Monterey Peninsula on Monday,

-

bills itself as an after-school program of
ist Christianity and encourage them to
proselytize to their “unchurched” peers,
all the while promoting the natural but
false impression among the children that

Rabia is an Alchemical Hypnopublic schools, legal, Stewart set off
her clients and students in their process of
Rabia is the author of Veils of Separation - Finding the Face of Oneness,
Relaxation, Meditation, Chakra Meditation, and
Inner Guides.
-

with the combination of mind, body, emoand work are about being in the moment,
Deep joy is a natural expression of this

of cities and towns across the nation to
demonstrates that there is more religion
in America’s public schools today than
Stewart started her career in journal-
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Historic Aircraft Visit Monterey
By Al Saxe

Animal Tales and
Other Random Thoughts

ful squares; some are not so pretty, a little tattered; and some are just part of a

could see the whites of their attackers’
under a log in the remotest of areas, the

What was most dramatic to me how-

bonds, worked in war time industries, used
ration coupons, ate margarine instead of
butter and had to get on long waiting lists

interiors did not look like the crews who

districts had to delay the building of new

narrow compartments that required thin

airways as deep throated somber broadrug right away!”
“What are you talking about?”

battle, and in the beginning another set

excitedly jumped up and down like a pogo
stick on the family couch upon hearing that

off the metal sides of the aircraft and the

ordered the attack on Pearl Harbor, had
Fisher, had come out and was standing watching the commotion and scratching

to explain my reactions upon seeing the

purpose of restoring and flying these

had brought so many pilots and their crews
to their death and to glory, and our enemies
restoration of these planes please contact
suddenly died when he had a seizure resulting from encephalitus and drowned

with purple and white at certain times of the year, until the stalkers of the night
of the deer which come up from the gully and wander down our street, much as

Above: A warbird on the ground. Below: The insides of the airplanes were a

Jane Roland manages the AFRP Treasure Shop at 160 Fountain Avenue in
Lighthouse and Grand We urge you to come and shop, volunteer and donate.
For information call 333-0491 or email gcr770@aol.com.
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May 24, 2013

Author to sign books, show illustrations
Marcia Perry will be signing her new book, “Here on Earth, an Animal Alphabet,”

-

For more information please contact Jeffrie, Sea Scribes Publicity Coordinator,

Celebrate Memorial Day and get
the jump on Father’s Day by shopping

spinet piano, Dell lap top computer, designer clothing, books and more will be

Jobs available
with CCC for
young people
RAGAMUFFIN MUSICAL THEATRE CAMP ‘13

Looking for a job that gets you out-

The exciting four-week, summer day-camp days are spent with an experienced staff. We welcome
novices, “theater veterans” and the simply curious. Activities include games, vocal and choral instruction,
dance, movement, theme days and talent shows to help each camper develop their own stagecraft and
“triple-threat” performance skills. Days are busy and jam-packed, with plenty of break, rest and snacktimes, outdoor games and activities. Morning and evening extended-care hours are available for an

opportunities for young men and women
residential, reporting to the CCC’s Pinto

Come join us for the fun and experience the awesome thrill of “putting on a real live show!”

Deadline for entering in June is May
For application information, call the
CCC crews work throughout Santa

, a hilariously fractured version of the
classic Pinocchio tale, will be this summer’s musical production
CONTACT: Dianne Lyle dianne164@aol.com e-mail
WEBSITE:
AGE:

ing, weatherization, and wildlife habitat
ral disasters occur, corps members may be

www.difrancodance.com For forms/info click links on: RAGAMUFFIN MUSICAL THEATRE CAMP
8 through 14 years (coed) (8 year-olds must be entering third grade by FALL 2013)

SESSION:

Monday, June 10 through Sunday, July 7, including the performance weekend.
No camp day on Thursday, July 4

DAY/TIME:

Monday through Friday, with the addition of our three weekend performances on July 6 and 7

LOCATION:

Herrmann said young people get multiple
while working on natural resource projects right here in our local communities,”
Participants without high school diplomas will be enrolled in the John Muir
Charter School and work toward graduatalso earn scholarships ranging from $2,000
to $4,700, to continue their education after

STAFF:
REGISTER: Download registration forms at our website: www.difrancodance.com
FEE:
EARLY ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT:

well, ranging from tool use and chain
saw operation to leadership classes, along
with local internships with Central Coast

SIBLING DISCOUNT:
PAYMENT PLAN:
- THIS PROGRAM IS SPONSORED BY THE CITY OF PACIFIC GROVE RECREATION DEPARTMENT -

The Monterey Bay Center is one of
tion Corps locations throughout the state.
The CCC is a state agency created by Govthat time, more than 115,000 young men

CEDAR STREET

Art Center on Saturday, June 1 from
prints, tools and materials of the
four basic processes to gain a broad
Class size is limited; the registra-

Times

inhabitants of the Chinese Fishing Village at Pt.
dant of those people burned out of their homes and
livelihood some 100 years ago. There were talks at
walk along the Rec Trail to the site of the Village. A
at protecting some of the current inhabitants of
those shores, harbor seals, who now use part of
the area as a rookery. Photos by Marge Brigadier.

tion to a series of workshops called
Saturday of the following months a
hands-on workshop will be offered
for print process, including screen
printing on July 6; relief printmaking on August 3; and intaglio print-

She opened her print studio in the

-

-

Taste Cafe & Bistro

four-legged competitors

$5 off Lunch
$10 off Dinner

Open Tue - Sat
Lunch 11:30-2:30
Dinner 5:00-9:00

historic Sunset Center and follows a coastal path alongside sandy white beaches and
-

food
that
pleases
the
palate

Your second entrée
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Otter Views

Special Kids Crusade to host casino night
-

pear before this court at the hearing indicated below to show cause, if any, why the petition for change of name
that includes the reasons for the objection at least two court days before the matter is scheduled to be heard

-

-

balsa board; then the foam board, the wet suit and the leash; then by Annette Funicello

-

Monterey in June of 2014, they plan to row 2,100 miles to Hawaii, trailed by support

1126 Forest Ave Pacific Grove
(831) 375-8484

a gaunt, sun-blistered, water-logged, brine-pickled San Diego guy who had just made

-

-

Serving Mon-Sat 11:30 until 9:00

Your press releases are welcome!
Have your peeps contact our peeps

editor@cedarstreettimes.com
Facebook http://www.facebook.com/cedarstreettimes
on Twitter @CedarStTimes

-

CEDAR STREET

By Thom Akeman
Most of the baby harbor seals born on

Times

born unusually early in February and the
a total of 103 seal pups born on that small
-

and are on their own now, while some of
the youngest ones can still be seen nursing on the beach next to Hopkins Marine

in April alone at the seal pupping sites of

by nature and human interference in the

Some of the newly weaned seals are
well-fed and huge this year and while roby a baby’s length – roughly two feet long,

harbor seals policy it adopted in 2007,
and a few critics of temporary signs and
closures to protect baby seals destroyed

tend to cry for a couple of days (“Maaa,
moms aren’t coming back with more milk

unaware of wildlife in the area to enter
the pupping area and scare away nursing
Still, it was a record year for seal
births in the seasonal rookery at the bottom

24 weaned pups could be seen grouped
together on the Hopkins beach, sleeping
together for a while, hanging out around

spread out on their own, trying different
beaches and rocks in the area when they
Please remember if you see a young
seal alone on a beach, do not disturb it or
try to pick it up as that frequently results in
the death of the pup. Instead, call the Ma-

about the artwork that illustrates

rine Mammal Center at (831) 633-6298, or
the NOAA hotline at 1-800-853-1964, and
let trained rescuers assess the situation
and take any necessary action.
Photo of mom and baby seals by
Marge Brigadier

the opportunity to learn about it
fourth annual exhibit of work
Program, will be on display at

Organic Farm Tour: Summer
Fruit U-Pick (Strawberries)
basics of maps and compasses and the

Come pick fresh, summer produce
-

interconnectedness of organic farming and

ranging from our local kelp forest to life on Mars and using media including pen and
-

organic, sun-warmed fruit right off the

Map and Compass Basics

All ages, minors must be accompanied by a paid adult, Saturday, May

when day hiking, backpacking or geoand compass while protecting the outcompass use, understanding terrain
features, sport orienteering and a nonDoug Cheeseman, an ecologist who
years, will talk about killer whales in
the southern ocean, humpback whales
ter of the American Cetacean Society on
Cheeseman will illustrate his presentation with more than 100 photos he
animals and other mammals and birds of

wildlife photographer and nature tours
leader through Cheesemans’ Ecology

and register with Visa, MasterCard or
-

Park, (entrance is on east side of Highway 1, approximately 200 yards south of

registration is required for all fee-based
classes and is strongly recommended for
For more information, please call Joseph
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For more detailed information
on market conditions or for
information on other areas of the
Monterey Peninsula please call...
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